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Abstract 
The present work is a case study about the application of the methodology named Stylistic Design 
Engineering (SDE), that is an approach to develop car design projects in the industrial world. For attending 
this goal, it was chosen the E-segment car products, in particular following the necessity to fill a gap in the 
Alfa Romeo’s market, which offers currently only models in A, B, SUV and coupé segments and needs a 
kind of model that could be successful in the market. In fact Alfa Romeo does not own a E-segment sport 
sedan flagship car model for years now (the last one was the 166). Based on this assumption and the fact 
that the largest car manufacturers are currently investing heavily on E segment cars, it was interesting to 
think about a new Alfa Romeo flagship model, maybe named with glorious name “Alfetta”. In the following 
pages will be illustrated the summary of the path that led to the final product following the “instructions” 
of SDE. 
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1. Materials and Methods
1.1 SDE Stylistic Design Engineering
Stylistic Design Engineering is one of the set up phase of the industrial project, to be considered part of the macro-
area of Design Engineering. It is finalized only to define an aesthetic shape of a new product (not only automotive
one) adopting an engineering approach. In fact it was invented by a famous mechanical engineer, Eng. Lorenzo
Ramacciotti, former CEO of Pininfarina Spa.
Scientifically - not only technically – speaking, it is important for designers and engineers study this methodology
because it helps who develops a product to have a road map for arriving at a good aesthetic result that nowadays is a
fundamental feature for the success of every products on the market.
Moreover, the method, industrially consolidated along the last 20 years, didn’t find a wide application in the industrial
field, but it remained finite to the realization of not so many products realized by Pininfarina Spa (for this reason, it is
known in the industrial world also as “Pininfarina Method”), although it is sharply the most convenient economically
speaking, for a stylistic design project. Finally, it must be remarked that, in the academic and scientific world, it can
open big spaces for the research, because each one of its step can be adapted to the new emerging technologies of the
fourth industrial revolution.
About the goal of SDE, the methodology aims to:

• analyze cogent stylistic trends
• provide new stylistic idea for new products
• offer a stylistic technical study (for example, a maquette) as final result
• realize style project using an engineering method, as abovementioned, developed by an engineer

1.2 SDE Stylistic Design Engineering: framing and structure 
As already said before, Stylistic Design Engineering is one of the set up phase of the industrial project, and it is 
fundamental for the good success of a new product. 
Normally, new industrial project structure is composed by three macro phases: 
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- Project Set up 
- Project Development 
- Start Up Production 

 
Therefore, SDE is one of the steps that compose the first one, i.e. Project Set Up, being able to be performed also 
alone, without, initially, interfere with the other steps (that are Market and Competitors Analysis, Product Architecture, 
Budget and Scheduling) (Figure 1). 
 

 
 

Figure 1 – SDE Stylistic Design Engineering: framing 
 
Analyzing the structure of Stylistic Design Engineering (SDE), the method is composed by the following phases 
(Figure 2): 
 
1) Stylistic Trends Analysis 
2) Sketches 
3) 2D Drawings (Orthogonal Tables) 
4) 3D CAD Models 
5) Rendering 
6) Solid Stylistic Model (Maquette) 
 

 
 

Figure 2 – SDE Stylistic Design Engineering: structure 
 

Where: 
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1) Stylistic Trends Analysis is the phase in which Designer analyzes what kind of stylistic trends customers prefer 
to choose in the period. Nowadays, the main stylistic trends could be synthetized in: Advanced Design, Natural Design, 
Stone Design, Retrò Design. The above mentioned Trends could mix up each one with the others. 
2) Sketches: Sketches are drawings free from dimensional and technical links. They are quite an artistic representation 
about the Design wants to imagine the new car. Materials employed for them are usually pencils.  
3) 2D Drawings (Orthogonal Tables): their characteristics are: Technical Transformations of the Sketches, 
Dimensional Representations, Verification of the Proportions. Designers named 2D drawings also «Blueprint» or 
«Canvas». Materials employed for them are substantially software for CAD 2D, as, for example, Autodesk Autocad. 
4) 3D CAD Models: starting from «Blueprint» (i.e. 2D Technical Drawings»), the 3D Models can be developed. 
Materials employed for them are substantially software for CAD 3D, as for examples, PTC Creo, Dassault Cathia, 
Siemens NX (or Solid Edge), Alias Autodesk, etc. 
5) Rendering: it is a digital representation simulating the immersion of the new 3D model in a real environment. 
Materials employed for them are substantially software, as for example, V-red, 3D_Studio Max, Cinema 4D, etc. 
6) Solid Stylistic Model (Maquette): it is  normally the final result of an SDE Project and it is the «product» given 
to the engineers for starting the technical process of engineering and industrialization. Usually it is made by one or 
more of the following materials: 
 

- Ureol 
- Polyurethan 
- Clay (synthetic argil)  

 
It should be realized in scale 1:1, painted and updated with those items that helps the model to be more similar to the 
real one (for example, for a car, wheels, mirrors, colors of body) 
 
 
2. Case Study 
2.1 State of the Art: Brand History 
Before entering the actual design phase, it was useful to deepen the Alfa Romeo brand history. The highlights of this 
historic brand are summarized below. Alfa Romeo’s history officially began on June 10th 1910, when a group of 
Lombard entrepreneurs took over the Italian Car Company Darracq (a tricolor branch of a French car company) and 
renamed it ALFA (Anonima Lombarda Fabbrica Automobili). In the 10s there was a steady growth of car registrations 
of ALFA thanks to the launch of new products and the entry into the racing world. The beginning of the First World 
War stopped this phase. The Lombard company wasn’t able to convert the production for military purposes and for 
this reason it was sold to the Neapolitan entrepreneur Nicola Romeo. In 1918 the company changed its name to Alfa 
Romeo. The breakthrough came in 1923 when Ugo Sivocci won the first important prize: the Targa Florio. Then, 
despite the poor registrations, the government decided to save Alfa Romeo from failure by using sporting victories to 
give prominence to Italy. In 1933 Alfa Romeo, in full financial crisis, officially became a state company after the 
government decided to save the company again. During the Second World War, Alfa Romeo also produced 
aeronautical engines for the Army. In the 50s two new models were born: the 1900 and the Giulietta. In the 60s, at the 
height of the economic boom, the Portello factory was unable to cope with the numerous requests. This is why the 
Arese factory is inaugurated. In these years were born also models that made the history as Giulia and Spider. In the 
70s Alfa Romeo produced some new models: the Alfasud, the Alfetta, the Giulietta and the Alfa 6. 
In the 80s, Alfa Romeo went through a period of crisis due to reliability problems caused by the low quality of the 
assemblies. Alfa Romeo produced models such as the 33, the 75 and the flagship model 164 (first model of the new 
Fiat management) and the SZ. In the 90s, 155 and 156 were produced. The last one, made by Walter de Silva, wins 
the Car of the Year trophy. The 21st century opened with another Car trophy of the year conquered by the 147; in the 
following years the 159 and the Brera were born. In 2008 the MiTo was built on the same base of the Grande Punto 
and in 2010 the 147 was replaced by the Giulietta. Three years later, the 4C was born, a compact rear-wheel drive 
supercar with a relatively affordable price. Header should have numbering 
 
2.2 Benchmarking 
2.2.1 Reference segment 
Before beginning the application of the SDE (Stylistic Design Engineering) to the case study, it could be necessary to 
define the car segments. Today the automotive segments are divided into: 
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• A segment: mini cars – entry level small passenger cars (city cars) with two-box design 
• B segment: small cars – cars with two-box design and front-wheel drive, with a length of about 4 m 
• C segment: medium car – cars like hatchbacks, sedans and wagons/estates having a length of approximately 4.5 
metres. 
• D segment: large cars – medium-large sedans, longer than 4.5 m; executive cars often with sports vocation 
• E segment: executive cars – Three-box design cars usually denoted for their length (equal to or above 5,000 mm) 
and luxury interior styling. 
• F segment: luxury cars – Usually the vehicles are large and luxurious with four-doors and a traditional boot, but in 
more recent years, coupés and convertibles, as well as five-door hatchbacks, have started to emerge. 
• J segment: sport utility cars/off road vehicles – Cars as SUV or off-road vehicles. 
• M segment: multi-purpose cars (van) – These vehicles are commonly used for multi-tasking. Especially, the models 
with removable seats (or simply folding flat) to transport objects around. 
• S segment: sport cars. 
 
To identify the sizes of the new car project to be realized, it would be necessary to analyze the measurements of the 
various models belonging to the same segment. 
For example the historic Alfa Romeo sedan Alfetta (1972-1987) was 4385mm length, 1430mm height and 1640mm 
width. 
The last Alfa Romeo executive car was the 166 (1996-2007), whose dimensions were 4720mm length, 1416mm height 
and 1815mm width. 
As you can see, the sizes of these cars belonging to the same segment, changed over the time, also because the E 
segment, set as a 3-volumes sedan, is now considered outdated, due to the low versatility and functionality of these 
kinds of cars. So it would be important to analyze the sizes of the latest similar cars of the others car companies. 
 
2.2.2 Market Competitors 
Some sedans belonging to the E and F segments were chosen for the competitors analysis. 
These cars are: Audi A7, Mercedes CLS, Porsche Panamera; BMW Serie 6 Gran Coupè, Jaguar XJ, Tesla Model S.  
 
Audi A7: Car with sporting lines. On the bonnet there are two central ribs that enhance the powerdome. The A7 
hallmarks are the front grille with the horizontal single frames and the sides with accentuated fenders. 
The Fastback line gives boost to the whole body of the car. The back is characterized by a cut tail with a horizontal 
development also dictated by a continuous lights band (Figure 3). 
 

 
 

Figure 3 – Audi A7 
 
Mercedes CLS: Classic coupè style with a slim bonnet, reduced glass surfaces, frameless crystals, sloping roof and 
muscular tail. The second CLS generation has a completely new design that gives a modern and dynamic look. The 
vertical grille emphasizes the elongated shape of the engine bonnet (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4 – Mercedes CLS 
 
Porsche Panamera: The Panamera is an athletic car with a profile drawn by stetched lines. The front keeps the 
original 911 traits with the double lines on the bonnet and the generous air intakes but now has a more intense look 
with the new LED headlights. Behind, however, the tail is completely redesigned: it has been lightened and made 
more technological by three-dimensional headlights, connected by a bright strip (Figure 5). 
 

 
 

Figure 5 – Porsche Panamera 
 
Jaguar XJ: At first glance it looks like a four-door coupé, but it is a luxury sedan with a sporty nature and very slim 
lines. The front is characterized by the typical Jaguar jaw grille, which is simple and massive. 
The back is characterized by a large rear hood, on which the lights are developed vertically (Figure 6). 
 

 
 

Figure 6 – Jaguar XJ 
 
BMW 6 Series Gran Coupè: A wide characteristic line begins on the front, goes through the bonnet, climbs on the 
windshield and runs on the roof to the back. The lines on the sides underline, with an impressive play of light and 
shadow, the exclusive and dynamic elegance of the BMW 6 Series Gran Coupé (Figure 7). 
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Figure 7 – BMW 6 Series Gran Coupé 
 
Tesla Model S: The American car is equipped with two electric engines: these lead to the absence of the front air 
intake, since the engine doesn’t need any cooling system. The handles are concealed and the tail is tapered, similar to 
a coupe. In the Back the lights communicate with each other through a horizontal chrome bar (Figure 8). 
 

 
 

Figure 8 – Tesla Model S 
 
2.3 Style research 
In order to find out the typical characteristics of a new stylistic design project, it should be necessary to perform a 
stylistic trend analysis. Usually it is performed seeking the main aesthetic trends on the market, not only for automotive 
products, but in this case it would be better to do a detailed research on Alfa Romeo cars of the past, from the beginning 
of the brand history until now, to then identify the specific features necessary for the design of the new car. 
 
2.3.1 Stylistic items: belt line 
Alfa Romeo’s car belt lines is a strong feature that define one of the main target points of the future project, showing 
very similar characteristics in all the models of the company. The linear shape slightly inclined downwards, tends to 
drop suddenly at the height of the headlights or near the front wheel (Figure 9). 
 

 
 

Figure 9 – Alfa Romeo Belt Line 
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2.3.2 Stylistic items: Shield and Three lobe 
The Alfa Romeo front shield was born in 1937 on the 8C 2900, a model also known as “8C 2900 Mille Miglia”. 
The front shield was shown again and redesigned aesthetically on the 6C 2500: this updated version appeared for the 
first time in 1941 on some models. This version of the shield appeared thinner and longer compared to the previous 
one. 
After the success, a few years later, it was also reused on other Alfa Romeo models of the 40s, including 6C 2000 
“Gazelle”, a car that wasn’t produced due to the outbreak of the Second World War. 
The front shield was again re-proposed and revised on the 6C 2500 in 1948. The shield was then confirmed on all the 
following car models and on all the trucks and vans made by the Arese factory. 
The shield style was then confirmed on the Alfa 1900 that is the first new model produced by Alfa Romeo after the 
end of the Second World War. 
On the 1900 also debuted a front three openings that was later called “Three lobe”: the two side openings, which were 
located in the lower part of the front, were divided by the central air intake, which was represented by the shield. On 
the side vents of the 1900 there were two chrome-plated mustache that developed horizontally to the underside of the 
front lights. 
The three lobe was then confirmed in 1955 on Alfa Giulietta, which replaced the 1900. On the other hand Alfa Giulia 
of 1962 didn’t have the three lobe in order to gain space for the air vents placed on the same level of the shield and in 
continuity with it. In other words the side openings were not separated from the central air intake, but represented a 
simple grid adjacent to the shield. 
The following models, such as Alfetta, were again characterized by the absence of the three lobe and by the presence 
of two openings on the grille that were laterally positioned on the same level of the shield and in continuity with it, as 
on Giulia. 
Afterwards, the trilobe reappeared intermittently: for example it appeared on the Alfa Spider of 1995 and then 
disappeared in 1997 on the Alfa 156 and it was re-proposed again in 2000 on the Alfa 147. 
From the second part of the years 2010 the trilobe is present on all the Alfa Romeo models: it can be found on the 
MiTo, on the Giulietta, on the 4C and on the 2016 Giulia. When Giulia 2016 was launched, Alfa Romeo designers 
declared that the three lobe was back permanently on the front of all the Alfa Romeo models (Figure 10). 
 

 
 

Figure 10 - Alfa Romeo Shield and Three lobe 
 
2.3.3 Stylistic items: Front/Back Analysis 
The next step was to analyze the front and back of various Alfa Romeo cars by stylizing them graphically. The aim 
was to synthesize the lines and the cars characteristic elements to better understand their evolution over time and how 
Alfa Romeo has tried to distinguish itself until today. 
Some Alfa Romeo cars illustrations can be found below as the result of this synthesis work (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11 - Alfa Romeo Front/Back 

 
 
2.4. Sketches 
At this point the Sketch phase begins and it contains manually designed concepts created to visualize a project idea. 
These various proposals that will lead to the final one. After some considerations it was decided which of the many 
proposals was the most appropriate. Then the concept evolves and is changed if necessary. Even if at this stage the 
forms are very far from the final ones, they are necessary to arrive to the final product. 
 
 
2.4.1 Early sketches 
The first concepts were developed following four different stylistic ways: Stone, Natural, Advanced, Retrò. This 
allowed us to immediately have many very different proposals to be used as a starting point in the design process 
(Figure 12). 
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Figure 12 – Early Sketches for Alfa Romeo using Stylistic Trends 
 

 
2.4.2 Intermediate sketches 
Once the initial sketches were completed, it was decided to carry on the Retrò and Advanced concepts. 
Regarding the Retrò concept, before proceeding with the next step, it was considered important to take a small step 
back and deepen the old 1972 Alfetta and then draw sketches inspired by it. The analyzes focused more on stylistic 
features than technical ones. 
Some important points that emerged from the study of the old Alfetta were the following (Figure 13): 
 
• Narrow front with four round headlights; 
• Chrome bar that divides the projectors; 
• Low structure of the front bonnet; 
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• High belt line of the rear bonnet. 
 

 

 

 
 

Figure 12 – Intermediate Sketches for Alfa Romeo using Stylistic Trends 
 

2.4.3 Final sketches 
In this phase it was decided to leave the Advanced path and to focus on the Retrò. At this point the car concept has 
reached its final form and has all the characteristics that will be present in the final product. 
The front of the car has undergone only minor changes compared to the intermediate sketches. On the other hand it 
was considered appropriate to develop further concepts for the back (Figure 14). 
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Figure 14 - Blueprints 
 
2.5 Blueprint (2D Drawings) 
After defining the final sketches it was fundamental to translate the approximate forms into real dimensions. For this 
operation it was useful to compare the dimensions of similar cars (Figure 15). 
 

 
 

Figure 15 - Blueprints 
 

2.6. 3D Models 
The next phase was the 3D modeling. The blueprints were imported into the 3D modeling software, and then used as 
reference. It was tried to respect the reference blueprints as much as possible, but in some cases it was necessary to 
make some functional changes (Figure 16). 

 

 
 

Figure 16 – 3D Models 
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2.7. Photorealistic rendering 
After obtaining the definitive 3D model, it was moved on to the rendering phase to finally have realistic images of the 
complete product. It has also tried to insert the car in evocative contexts that could fully enhance its lines and 
characteristics (Figure 17). 
 

 
 

Figure 17 – Photorealistic rendering 
 

 
2.7.1 Photorealistic rendering: lights configuration 
During the design of the car was also important think about the lights and their configuration. The chosen type of 
lighting uses LED technology, as it’s currently the best and the most used in the automotive world. Following there 
are some images that represent the final solutions (Figure 18). 
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Figure 18 – Lights configuration 
 
2.7.2 Photorealistic rendering: exterior colours 
For the color of the car’s exterior, some of the paints currently used by Alfa Romeo in its catalog were chosen (Figure 
19). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 19 – exterior colours 
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2.8 Maquette of the Case Study 
Maquette is the final result of an SDE Project and it is the «product» given to the engineers for starting the technical 
process of engineering and industrialization. Usually it is made by one or more of the following materials: 
 

- Ureol 
- Polyurethan 
- Clay (synthetic argil)  

 
It should be realized in scale 1:1, painted and updated with those items that helps the model to be more similar to the 
real one (for example, for a car, wheels, mirrors, colors of body) 
In the case study, it was realized following one of the industry 4.0 technologies, i.e. additive manufacturing, in 
particular FDM 3D Prnting (Figure 20). 
 

 
 

Figure 20 – 3D Printed Maquette 
 

 
2.9 Style design costs 
In the cost calculation phase, the style design has been subdivided into two subsets: one includes the sketching, 2D 
drawing and 3D modeling phases; The other concerns the realization of the clay model. 
The sketching, 2D, 3D phase has a duration of 12 months, with 3 designers involved, each of whom works 8 hours a 
day for 220 working days. These designers have an hourly pay of 40 euros. 
The realization of the clay model has a duration of 12 months, with 4 craftsmen involved, each of whom works 8 
hours a day for 220 working days. These workers have an hourly pay of 50 euros. In addition 90,000 euros of raw 
materials and extra processing have been added (Figure 21). 
 

 
Figure 21 – Style design costs 
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3. Future Developments and Conclusions 
In the following figure (Figure 22) can be summarized the future developments. They are oriented to the 
implementation of the emerging technologies (derived from Industry 4.0) instead of the techniques nowadays used for 
SDE. 
 

 
 

Figure 22 – Future Developments 
 

 
In conclusion, it can be affirmed that SDE Stylistic Design Engineering applications reached the given targets in the 
present case study, that means: 
 

- Analysis of Cogent Stylisitic Trends was performed  
- A New Stylistic Idea for a new automotive product was provided 
- A Styilistic Technical Study (performed also with a physical Maquette) was realized as Final Result 

 
Moreover, last but not the least, new perspectives to SDE were given, looking at the innovative technologies of 
Industry 4.0. 
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